Introduction
The two-dimensional electron system forms a basis for many interesting future electronic device applications as well as an ideal platform for physics research, where many intriguing phenomena such as the quantum Hall effect are observed. Besides in-plane motion of the electrons, the spin degree of freedom plays pivotal roles. For applications, spintronic devices and a number of proposed quantum information processing schemes require the manipulation of spin 1 and in physics, fundamental phenomena such as the metal-insulator transition and inelastic scattering are crucially dependent on spin 2, 3 . It is therefore vital that the spin splitting, which is the gap between two spin states, can be controlled and measured.
In transport, so far, spin splitting has been analyzed through measurements of Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations 4 , weak localization and anti-weak localization 5 which depend on the application of a magnetic field perpendicular to the two-dimensional plane, which also affects the in-plane motion of the electrons. Where only an in-plane magnetic field is applied, measurements have depended on resistance saturation at full polarization 6 , applicable only for the ground subband at very low concentrations.
However, it is well known that the occupation of upper subbands can be identified by measuring the variation of conductance due to scattering. With this technique, valley splitting has been successfully measured without magnetic field by direct transport experiments 7 . Here, we report the successful application of this method to directly examine spin splitting of upper subbands under in-plane magnetic field and demonstrate how the method allows the product of g-factor and effective mass g*m* to be extracted.
Device structure and experimental procedures
A Si quantum well is made by fabricating a MOSFET structure on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate, as depicted in Fig.1(a) . The buried oxide layer which acts as a back-gate-oxide is formed by oxygen ion implantation followed by high temperature annealing. The top SiO 2 layer which acts as the front-gate-oxide is fabricated by standard thermal oxidation. The thickness of the active Si layer of our sample is nominally 10nm.
The potential symmetry is controlled by front-and backgates and empirically quantified by the difference of the electron density contributed by back and front gates ( n=n B -n F ). This symmetry alters the confinement subband separation . Standard four-terminal transport measurements were made at 1.5K with and without in-plane magnetic field.
Results
The conductivity shows features attributed to the occupation of upper valley and confinement subbands [ Fig. 2] 7 . Since these vary with back-gate voltage V BG, and there is a large variation in background conductance, we present grayscale plots of d 2 xx /dV FG 2 to highlight how the features evolve.
In Fig.2(c conduction at low V BG branch into two at high V BG , reflecting the evolution of V which is proportional to n. The curved feature which can be seen at higher V FG reflects the occupation of the upper confinement subband.
Figs 2(b) and (d) show data with in-plane magnetic field (B || ) of 15T. It is clearly seen that the feature due to the upper valley subband splits into two lines. We interpret this to be due to the Zeeman splitting of the upper valley subband Z = g* B B || , where, B is the Bohr magneton.
Zones of (V BG , V FG ) can be classified into three, according to the relative magnitudes of V and Z : (i) V =0, (ii) Z > V , and (iii) V > Z . These are schematically depicted in Fig.3(a) . A diagram of the density of states (DOS) taking into account both valley and Zeeman splitting is shown in Fig.3(b) , for (iii), where positions of the Fermi energy E F are marked (1)- (4) corresponding to the regions also marked in Fig.3(a) . . Left-and right-hand sides correspond to DOS of lower and upper valleys respectively. Upand down-arrow express spin up and down states. E F (1), E F (2), E F (3) and E F (4) correspond to regions at (1), (2), (3) and (4) in Fig.3(a) .
The DOS of one spin split subband is D/2, where D is the DOS of a two-dimensional electron system D=m * / h
.
If m* and g* are constant, lines separating regions (1) to (4) can be expressed analytically by linear equations. For example, in (iii), the boundary between (3) and (4) is given by
where C FG and C BG are capacitances and V FG Th and V BG Th are constant offsets of front and back gates respectively such that the total electron density n is given by en=C FG (V FG -V FG Th )+C BG (V BG -V BG Th ). The solid lines in Fig.3(a) represent these boundaries.
Lines separating regions (2) and (3), and (3) and (4) representing the onset of the upper valley spin-split subbands are calculated and shown as dotted lines in Fig.2(d) using a value of m*g*=0.475m 0 , chosen to fit the peaks in the double differential. (The capacitances and threshold voltages were extracted using SdH oscillations.) The result that the peaks can be fitted by two parallel lines strongly suggests that the Zeeman splitting here is independent of valley splitting, total electron concentration, and potential bias in the range measured, the latter reflecting the weakness of spin-orbit interactions in silicon.
Both spin subband edges are visible in a similar manner. This strongly suggests that we can take the mechanisms leading to the features to be the same for both spin subbands, and that the relative separation between the two peaks in the double differential represents the separation of the two subbands with respect to electron occupation. The value of g*m* = 0.475m 0 used for the fit then gives a g-factor of 2.5 which is comparable to reported values at small valley splitting 6 taking an in-plane effective mass of m * =0.19m 0 .
Since these structures associated with the upper valley subband arise due to inter-subband scattering, we expect similar features also to be observable for the upper confinement subband. Indeed, data in Fig.2(d) show two peaks (marked by B) whose separation in (V BG , V FG ) is consistent with expected Zeeman splitting. The result that the spin splitting can also be observed for upper confinement subband edges demonstrates that this technique for spin resolved upper subband spectroscopy may also be applied to material systems other than those with valley degeneracy.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated how spin resolved spectroscopy of upper subbands can be performed by direct transport measurements in a 2-dimesnional system under in-plane magnetic field using a Si-MOSFET quantum well. We have shown how the method allows the product of g* and m* to be estimated. We expect that this method will prove to be a powerful technique in analyzing spin dependent phenomena by direct transport measurements in quantum wells.
